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A total of 112 radiocarbon analyses on stick-nest rat middens gathered from published and
grey literature show (see figure) that the middens of stick-nest rats have a positively skewed
distribution. The average of all the estimates is ca. 2967 BP with the oldest midden dated at
around 10870 BP. Over 75% of the results are younger than -4480 BP.
Possible explanations for this pattern include; sample
bias, rate of midden and cave decay, a real pattern of
midden age distribution and development of techniques.
Researchers seeking minimum dates from the tops of
middens (n=28) provide termination dates on many
middens (average 925 BP, median 330 BP). These dates ' •"**
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probably over-represent larger middens that have been
selected to provide a long continuous record. The start of
midden accumulation is frequently the key date for
identifying the value of a stick-nest rat midden. As a
result maximum dates (average 4052 BP, median 3430
BP) are over-represented in the radiocarbon analyses.
This has the effect of increasing the frequency of older midden age estimates - an outcome in
common with American packrat studies.

The spatial distribution of midden ages shows no latitudinal or longitudinal pattern although
the only middens over 6000 BP have been consistently found in the Flinders Ranges area.
The rock types that create the protective caves do differ between sites. Most of the caves are
breakaway overhangs under silcrete hardcaps. The Flinders Ranges middens are in harder
rock types so similar vhard' rock types were searched in central Australia however middens
were relatively young. This suggests rock type is not necessarily an important control.
Midden decay appears to be relatively slow if the material is protected from moisture and
large animals. The age distribution of middens does not appear to relate to accessibility of the
cave - often middens near the mouth of caves are contemporaneous with middens in very low
overhangs.

The components of the midden being used for radiocarbon analysis has been remarkably
uniform. This reflects the small number of researchers in the field and the experience of the
American packrat midden research. Early researchers using conventional methods used
charcoal and large mixtures of material whereas AMS now allows individual scats to be
analysed. In fact 37% of analyses have been on scats as these provide direct evidence of
midden occupation and are plentiful in the midden matrix. 66% of analyses used AINSE's
AMS method and 23% used conventional methods - the distribution of results using the two
methods are similar. A number of dates have incomplete laboratory or methods information.
Similar analysis of packrat midden dates in the United States identified both ecological and
systematic bias in the age patterns (Webb 1986). The efficacy of midden analysis in
Australia, as in America, is limited by the cost of age estimates. Reference: Webb, R.H., 1986.
Spatial and Temporal Distribution of Radio-carbon Ages on Rodent Middens from the South-
Western United States. Radiocarbon, 28:1-8.
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